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Why this Guide?
The USAID East Africa Trade and Investment Hub helps East African businesses trade with the United States
and take advantage of the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA). AGOA allows for duty-free
export of products covered by over 6,400 tariff lines to the U.S. market. A major challenge facing
exporters under AGOA, is the lack of information on export steps and documentary requirements to
selling to the U.S. under AGOA.
This guide outlines the step-by-step process that Tanzanian businesses should take to export to the United
States of America (U.S.A.) duty-free through AGOA and gives a general overview for the export of all
AGOA products from Tanzania. It provides additional information on the export of four high-demand, highvalue sectors, namely textiles and apparel; coffee; nuts and oil crops; and cut flowers.
Although exporting can be a challenging process, it can also be profitable for the individual or company that
successfully complies with the steps. Exporters must follow two sets of requirements:
1. Tanzanian laws and regulations that govern the export process, and
2. Laws and regulations that govern the destination country’s imports, in this case, the U.S.A.
Regulations also vary according to the product being exported; exporters must research to ensure that their
product meets the necessary requirements for export.
This guide assumes that the exporter or potential exporter has already conducted the necessary market
research, and is ready to export. Before proceeding, exporters must identify the correct tariff code and its
eligibility for duty free export under AGOA. This status can be established by referring to
www.agoa.info/about-agoa/products.html. Insert the product name, search for the correct tariff code, and
confirm its AGOA status - denoted by the letter “D” in the AGOA indicator column. Exporters should
familiarize themselves with U.S.A. industry standards and product specific regulations that may require
additional documentation and procedures.
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What is AGOA?
AGOA, a U.S. law providing trade preferences to goods from sub-Saharan Africa, was enacted on May 18,
2000, as Public Law 106 of the 200th Congress. It was extended twice for 5 year term in 2005 and 2010, and
then on June 29, 2015, U.S.A. President Barack Obama signed the AGOA Trade Preferences Extension Act
into law, extending the AGOA legislation by a further 10 years to 2025. The legislation significantly enhances
market access to the U.S.A. for qualifying sub-Saharan African countries. AGOA builds on existing U.S.A.
trade programs by expanding the duty free benefits previously available only under the Generalized System
of Preferences (GSP) program, designed to promote economic growth in developing countries. AGOA,
combined with GSP, provides duty-free access to the U.S.A. for approximately 6,400 tariff lines.
Tanzania’s AGOA/GSP exports have been rising steadily over the past 5 years from 10.986 million in 2013
to 40.848 million in 2017. Figure 1 below shows this.
Fig.1 Total AGOA/GSP Exports Tanzania 2001-2018
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Tanzania’s AGOA/GSP exports have shown steady growth since 2011. Exports increased 67% between 2018
and 2015 from USD 28.5 million to USD 42.9 million.
98% of AGOA exports from Tanzania in 2018 were articles of apparel. There is scope to diversify
Tanzania’s AGOA export basket.
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Fig. 2 Sector Breakdown of Tanzania AGOA/GSP exports in 2018
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More than 99% of AGOA exports from Tanzania in 2017 were articles of apparel. There is scope to
diversify Tanzania’s AGOA export basket.

Tanzania AGOA Country and Product Eligibility
Tanzania became AGOA eligible on October 2, 2000, and while exports have been rising steadily, the
potential volume has not been realized. Lack of AGOA awareness has contributed greatly to the lower
export numbers; Tanzania does not have a single source of comprehensive information available to existing
and prospective exporters to enable them take advantage of the opportunities under AGOA.
Through this AGOA 101 booklet, Tanzania exporters have the opportunity to further expand manufacturing
and production and to diversify exports to the U.S.A. Some of the benefits Tanzania receives under AGOA
eligibility are:
•
•
•
•

Duty-free treatment in large U.S. market for a wide range of eligible origin products including
apparel articles made in Tanzania;
Permission to use third-country fabric under the Special Rule for Apparel; and
The ability to cumulate product value across AGOA-eligible countries
Longer term certainty of market access under AGOA to several years to 2025, as long as Tanzania
maintains AGOA eligibility

Why Source from Tanzania?
•

Stable government and supportive policies

•

Convenient access to several ports – Dar es Salaam, Zanzibar, Mtwara and Tanga, which are
undergoing modernization

•

Access to quality, premium value export products originating in Tanzania including handqwoven
textiles, coffee, spices, nuts, essential oils, jewelry, home décor accessories and cut flowers.
Tanzania can also produce high volume apparel for the U.S. market using affordable skilled labor.
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•

Incentives available to investors under the Export processing zones program such as exemption
from corporate tax for 10 years, exemptions from custom duty, VAT and other taxes on raw
materials and capital goods, exemption from any conditional transferability of profits, dividends and
royalties, etc.

•

An attractive investment destination ranked among top ten most attractive business locations in
Africa with large land mass, good agricultural and mining potential with historical high GDP growth
rate.

General AGOA Rules of Origin
Introduction
Rules of Origin (RoO) are the requirements which set out the working and processing that must be
undertaken locally in order for a product to be considered the “economic origin” of the exporting country.
The purpose of RoO is to prevent trade deflection and transshipment, whereby goods made elsewhere are
merely routed through a beneficiary country (for trade preferences) with insufficient or no local value-adding
activities having taken place. Key requirements for product to meet AGOA RoO are:
1. The export product must be imported directly from the AGOA-beneficiary country into the U.S.A.
2. It must be manufactured wholly in the exporting country or from one or more AGOA-beneficiary
countries This requirement can be met jointly by more than one AGOA beneficiary - this concept is
called “cumulation of origin”.
3. The final product may also incorporate materials sourced from outside countries (i.e. non AGOAbeneficiaries) provided that the sum of the direct cost or value of the materials produced in one or
more designated AGOA beneficiary country (ies), plus the “direct costs of processing” undertaken
in the AGOA-beneficiary country (ies), equal at least 35 percent of the product’s appraised value at
the U.S. port of entry. That is: Cost of local materials + direct cost of processing must >=
35%
4. In addition, a total of up to 15 percent of the 35 percent local content value (as appraised at the U.S.
port of entry) may consist of U.S.-originating parts and materials. This concept is called “bilateral
cumulation of origin”.
Nevertheless, it is important that the local processing represents a substantial percentage of the final
product. The following “simple processing” criteria are considered insufficient as a benchmark for obtaining
local economic origin, meaning that the local processing must go beyond the following thresholds:
•

Simple combining or packaging operations, or

•

Mere dilution with water or mere dilution with another substance that does not materially alter the
characteristics of the article
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AGOA Textile and Apparel Rules of Origin (special
provisions)
1. Introduction
AGOA eligible sub-Saharan African countries looking to export textile and apparel duty-free into the U.S.A.
under AGOA must first be certified as having complied for the ‘Textile and Apparel’ provisions. This entails
establishing adequate and effective product visa systems to prevent illegal transshipment and the use of
counterfeit documentation, as well as having instituted required enforcement and verification procedures.

2. Qualifying Textile and Apparel Articles
AGOA provides duty-free and quota-free treatment for eligible apparel articles until September 30, 2025.
Qualifying articles of apparel include:
•

Apparel made in AGOA beneficiary country of U.S. yarns and fabrics in AGOA-eligible country
(Category 1, 2)

•

Apparel made in an AGOA beneficiary country of either or both sub-Saharan African (regional) or
U.S. yarns and fabrics (Category 3,4)

•

Apparel made in a designated lesser-developed country of non-AGOA beneficiary and non-U.S.
yarns and fabrics (Category 5 or third country fabric)

•

Certain cashmere and merino wool sweaters (Category 6 and 7)

•

Apparel made of yarns and fabrics not produced in commercial quantities in the U.S.A. (Category 8)

•

Eligible hand loomed, handmade, or folklore articles and ethnic printed fabrics (Category 9); and

•

Textiles and textile articles produced entirely in a lesser-developed beneficiary country (Category 0).

The collective cap from all countries for all categories (except Category 5) is 7% of prior year’s total apparel
import to U.S. Category 5 (apparel made in a beneficiary country from third country fabrics) is subject to
cap of 3.5% of prior year’s total apparel imports into the U.S.

3. Special Rule for Apparel Applying to Lesser-Developed AGOA
Countries
Under a Special Rule for lesser-developed beneficiary countries (Category 5 above), duty-free access is
provided for apparel made in a lesser developed countries (LDC) beneficiaries, from fabric originating
anywhere in the world (third-country fabric). The Special Rule is in effect until September 30, 2025.
AGOA amendments expanded AGOA benefits to textile articles originating entirely in one or lesserdeveloped beneficiary sub-Saharan African country (ies). This new provision extends preferential treatment
to textile articles such as fibers, yarns, fabrics, and made-up goods i.e., towels, sheets, blankets, floor
coverings, all under Category 0 above. This is incorporated into the AGOA Visa arrangement.
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4. Hand loomed/Handmade/Folklore Articles/Ethnic Printed Fabrics
(Category 9)
AGOA provides duty- and quota-free benefits for hand loomed, handmade, folklore articles, or ethnic
printed fabrics, made in beneficiary sub-Saharan African countries and for whom a description of eligible,
qualifying products has been agreed on bilateral basis with the U.S. This provision is known as “Category 9.”
This extends duty-free treatment to articles that may not otherwise qualify under AGOA, as long as they are
completely handmade and hand loomed and do not include any modern features such as elastic or zippers,
etc. In the case of Tanzania, originating handloomed fabrics, handloomed articles (e.g., handloomed rugs,
scarves, place mats, and tablecloths), handmade articles made from handloomed fabrics, and certain folklore
articles made of kikoi fabric (mgolole, traditional kikoi shirt and traditional kikoi boubout/long tunic), as well
as ethnic printed fabrics such as khanga are eligible for duty free importation under AGOA textile visa.

Other Non-Textile Rules of Origin
Footwear
All footwear from the AGOA countries is duty-free, provided that it meets the rule of origin. The rule of
origin for footwear under the AGOA is a change to headings 6401 through 6405 from any heading outside
that group, provided there is a regional value content of not less than 35 percent of the appraised value of
the product. There are no restrictions on the use of imported uppers. The 35 percent regional value
content requirement can be comprised of a combination of value from AGOA countries. No more than 15
percent of the total value of the footwear can come from the U.S.A.

Non-Textile Travel Goods
All non-textile travel goods from the AGOA countries are duty-free provided that they meet the rule of
origin. The rule of origin for non-textile travel goods is a change to subheading 4202.11, 4202.19-4202.21,
4202.29-4202.31, 4202.39-4202.91, or 4202.99 from any other chapter, provided there is a regional value
content of not less than 35 percent of the appraised value of the product.
http://web.ita.doc.gov/tacgi/eamain.nsf/d511529a12d016de852573930057380b/1e85488eb0
fd2fd85 2573940049047d
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General AGOA Export Procedures for Tanzania
Introduction
According to the Tanzania Revenue Authority, AGOA eligible products can be exported to the U.S duty free
except for three items on which export duties are levied, namely;
•

Raw hides and skins that are chargeable at the rate of 60 percent of Free On Board (FOB) value or
TSTHS 600 per kilogram whichever is higher.

•

Raw cashew nuts that levied at the rate of 10 percent computed on FOB value or USD160 per
metric ton whichever is higher.

•

Wet blue leather that is levied at the rate of 10% on FOB.

To be able to export products duty-free under AGOA, potential exporters must complete the following
steps.

Step 1: Register the business
The exporting entity must be registered. It is a statutory requirement that every business operating under a
name in Tanzania, is registered and/or is fully incorporated as a company. This registration is important for
businesses and export-related transactions as it demonstrates the credibility and legality of the entity. The
business registration process in Tanzania is conducted at the Business Registration and Licensing Authority
(BRELA) and is accessed online through www.brela.go.tz
The process is as follow:
I.

Make an application for reservation of a name.
Upon payment of the required fee, the suggested name is subjected to a search in the Business
Registry Database. Once the name passes the similarity, defensive, offensive, and desirability test, it is
reserved for 60 days.

II.

Submit all the documents for business registration with applications.
The exporter should apply for company/business registration online through the BRELA website
(www.brela.go.tz). Upon filling the requested information online and the system automatically
generates the fee payment form which the exporter uses to make the necessary payments.
In the case of companies, after 8 days a company can obtain a certificate of Incorporation. The online
company registration process automatically generates the Tax Identification Number (TIN)

Documents required for company registration.
•

National identification card

•

Memorandum and Articles of Association for the company to be registered (for a company only)

•

Tax Identification Number. This is issued by the Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA).
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Step 2: Prepare and Obtain Export Documents
Documents and authorizations required for export transactions include:
•

Commercial Invoice,

•

Bill of Lading or Airway Bill,

•

Export Packing List,

•

Certificate of Origin (non-textile) or AGOA Textile Visa and Certificate of Origin,

•

Manufacturers Certificate for AGOA visa, and

•

Phytosanitary Certificate (for plants and other products)

•

Taxpayer Identification Number Certificate (exporter)

•

Agent Authorization letter

•

Export License for specific products

•

Government Revenue Receipt (GRR)

•

Export Permits/Certificates

1. Commercial Invoice
A commercial invoice is the bill for the products from seller to buyer. It is required for most imports into
the U.S.A. The buyer needs the invoice to prove ownership and arrange payment. It may also be used for
the transaction of goods not intended for further sale, returned products, and goods intended only for
temporary import, among others.
The invoice must contain the following:
•

Complete name and address of the buyer or importer, seller or manufacturer, and the shipper;

•

Detailed description of the products with quantities, and the Harmonized System (HS) codes of the
goods;

•

Total value per item;

•

Country of origin, with reason for export; and

•

Statement certifying that the invoice is true, and a signature.

2. Bill of Lading
The bill of lading is a contract between the owner of the products and the carrier. They are two types,
namely:
1. A straight bill of lading, which is non-negotiable, and
2. The negotiable/shipper’s order bill of lading, which can be bought, sold, or traded while goods are in
transit and is used for letter-of-credit transactions. The buyer usually needs a copy of the bill of
lading as proof of ownership to take possession of the goods.
For air carriers the bill of lading is known as airway bill.
Fees payable
All traders intending to sell goods outside Tanzania to other parts of the world will pay general fees
depending on the nature of services provided and at prevailing providers’ tariffs.
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3. Export-Packing List
An export-packing list specifies the material in individual packages and shows their net, legal, tare, and gross
weights in U.S. and metric values. The export-packing list is normally attached to the outside of the package
in a clearly marked waterproof envelope. It is a useful document for customs officials who use it to check
consignments at inspection points.
If wood packaging is utilized, the wood must be treated in accordance with the International Standard for
Phytosanitary Measures (ISPM) No 15. The exporter must therefore liaise with the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food Security for fumigation.

4. Certificate of Origin
The Certificate of Origin is a document indicating the country of origin for products being imported. It
ensures that products originating in certain countries get the preferential treatment to which they are
entitled. This applies to all products, except apparel which has a special textile certificate of origin bearing a
stamp on the Certificate of Origin called “AGOA Textile Visa.”
A certificate of origin is usually issued by exporting countries’ state agencies. It includes information such as
contact information for the importer, exporter, and producer; the basis for which preferential treatment is
claimed; and a description of the imported merchandise. Importers are required to have the certificate in
their possession at the time of the claim and to provide it to Customs and Border Protection (CBP) officers
upon request.
In Tanzania, the Certificate of Origin including is issued by the Tanzania Chambers of Commerce, Industry
and Agriculture (TCCIA) at the headquarters and regional offices. For more information contact:
hq@tccia.com or info@tccia.com. A sample of Certificate of Origin for Tanzania is attached in the annexes.
For most exports to the U.S. the applicable certificate of origin is the GSP certificate of origin. For apparel
and textiles on the other hand, the AGOA textile visa supports determination of qualification of apparel and
textile exports to the U.S.

5. Taxpayer Identification Number Certificate (exporter)
The Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) Certificate is required for every exporter whether individual,
company or partnership. The procedures for obtaining TIN differ slightly among the tax payers’ categories as
explained below.
1. Individual
An individual whether resident or non-resident is required to visit TRA Regional/District office to fill the
application form and apply for Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN). The application can also be made
online, however the applicant must physically visit TRA offices for biometric scanning.
After obtaining TIN certificate the applicant will be required to apply for business license from the Trade
office in the District, Municipal City and the Ministry of Trade and Industry depending on the type of
business.
2. Company
A limited liability company shall apply for TIN certificate by filling TIN application forms as follows:
i.

Application for the company.
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ii. Application of TIN for each director, in case any director has already been issued with TIN
certificates for other purpose he/she cannot make another application. The same TIN number will
be used.
iii. For directors who are not Tanzanian citizens they are required to fulfil all immigration procedures
and obtain business permit from the immigration department in the Ministry of Home Affairs.
3. Partnership
The partners have to register the business at BRELA (as explained under Step 1) and acquire the certificate
of registration which shows the number and names of partners with their respective profit/loss sharing ratio.
i.

When applying for TIN, the partnership firm applies for its certificate by submitting the copy of
certificate of registration obtained from BRELA.

ii. Each individual partner shall apply for TIN, in case any partner has already been issued with TIN
certificate for other purpose he/she cannot make another application. The same TIN will be used.

6. Agent Authorization letter
7. Export License for specific products
Export licenses in Tanzania are not required except for few products considered sensitive. The sensitive
products include wildlife products whose licenses are issued by the Wildlife Department, forestry products
by the Forestry Department and fishery products under the Fishing Department through TCCIA.

8. Government Revenue Receipt (GRR)
The Government Revenue Receipt shows evidence of payment of royalty depending on the products being
exported.

9. Export Permits/Certificates
The Export Permits/ Certificates are issued by different authorities depending on the product being
exported. These include:
1. Certificate from Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority (TFDA)
2. Certificates from Ministry responsible for Agriculture for Phytosanitary and fumigation
3. Certificates from Ministry of Minerals for mineral exports
4. Certificate from Ministry of Tourism and Natural Resources
5. GSP Certificate of Origin for AGOA for non-textile goods. In case of apparel and textile goods the
AGOA textile certificate of origin must be stamped with textile visa.

Step 3: Start the Export Procedure.
I.

The exporter starts with appointing a Clearing and Forwarding (Customs) Agent (CFA) to process
his/her export documents.
(a) The exporter is required to inform Customs before loading the goods in the container or truck
as the Customs Officer shall witness the loading process.
(b) The exporter hands over the relevant documents to the Container Freight Services (CFS) who
are licensed by the Commissioner for Customs and Excise.
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(c) The exporter informs the Customs Officer, who then verifies both the Customs entry
(declaration) and the attached supporting documents such as invoice, packing list, certificate of
origin, certificate of quality to check the conformity on standards etc.
(d) If there is no inconsistency and it is determined that the goods are not being exported contrary
to the export control regulations, the Customs Officer followed by issuance of receipt and
acceptance of an entry in Tanzania Customs Integrated System (TANCIS) and for Zanzibar in
ASYCUDA ++system.
(e) The officer will validate the release order, print and issue the exit note to the Clearing Agent.
The documentation process is done online and completed before examination of goods and export release.
The exporter hands over the documents either manually or electronically to the Clearing and Forwarding
Agent (CFA) who uploads them in the Tanzania Customs Integrated System (TANCIS) together with all
attachments of other government departments (OGD) to TRA. The OGD verify permit if any (reject or
approval). Assessment of exports taxes and duties if any.
II.

The CFA’s assist to have goods placed in containers and manifest and other documents lodged.
a. CFAs make booking of container(s) from shipping line/agent.
b. Container is stuffed with export cargo under the supervision of TRA and other Government
Departments.
c. Shipping line/agent submits to TRA export vessel schedule information.
d. TRA audits the loading declaration which can either be approved or rejected. Approved
loading declaration is automatically disseminated to terminal operator as loading List and
becomes expected carry in.
e. Gate check in conformation by TRA terminal gate.
f.

Terminal gate submits Carry in Report to TRA to confirm arrival of export at terminal to
TRA.

g. Confirmation of Loading Report by TRA.
h. Submission of Export Manifest by Shipping Line/Agent to TRA.
i.

TRA Audit (approval) of Export Manifest (automatically strike off inventory from Terminal).

j.

Exporter hands over the documents either manually or electronically to the CFA who uploads
them in the Tanzania Customs Integrated System (TANCIS) or Automated Systems for
Customs Data (ASYCUDA++) for Zanzibar and lodges the same to TRA; whereby a reference
number is automatically generated.

Step 4: Shipment of Goods
The exporter ships the products once he/she reach an agreement has been reached to export goods to the
buyer and mode of shipment determined. Shipment can be done either by air or ship.

Step 4.1 Shipment by Air:
(a) After confirmation of cargo space an airway bill is prepared by the carrier or its agent on
presentation of the following documents:
i.

A commercial invoice,
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ii.

An export license/permit (if required),

iii.

Technical documents namely; Certificate of Health, Quality, weight, Certificate of Origin.

(b) The CFA processes a Single Bill of Entry (SBE) by attaching all the above documents at the customs
long room from which a Customs Release/Approval is obtained.
(c) Goods are taken to the Airport for air freight vide the cleared documents by Customs.

Step 4.2: Shipment by Sea
Shipment of goods by sea entails the following procedures:
(a) Apply/obtain export license/permit (if required).
(b) Apply/obtain technical documents for the specific export products.
(c) Apply for shipping space to an agent/shipping company.
(d) Obtain a single bill of entry from customs, complete it and then attach all the previous or required
documents for processing the SBE at the long room
(e) A shipping company/agent will finally prepare a Bill of Lading after accomplishing customs
verification/approval, payment of port charges and cargo loading (FOB).

Examples of Product Specific Export Procedures
1. Textile and Apparel
The AGOA Textile Visa and Certificate of Origin helps ensure that apparel and textile products made in the
originating country benefit from duty-free access to the U.S.A. market. It is applicable only to textiles and
apparel. Tanzania Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture (TCCIA) issues the AGOA Certificate of
Origin. The procedure for obtaining the Visa (Textile and Apparel Certificate of Origin) is outlined below:
To obtain the Apparel Visa, the exporter must have the following:
(a) AGOA manufacturer’s Certificate
(b) Certificate of Origin application forms collected from the Tanzania Revenue Authority – Customs
Department.
(c) Textile and Apparel Visa Application forms collected from the Tanzania Revenue Authority –
Customs Department and filled in.
(d) TCCIA Manufacturers/Exporter data sheet.
(e) Customs Export Entries Document.
(f) Commercial Invoice (original).
(g) Bill of Lading.
Prior to submission to TCCIA, the exporter will submit the following documents to Tanzania Revenue
Authority – Customs Department before issuance of the Visa stamp:
•

Customs export entries,

•

Commercial Invoice Original,

•

Bill of lading, and

•

Application form for Visa.
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2. Coffee
Tanzania green coffee beans are sold to locally registered and licensed green coffee exporters via the Moshi
Auction sales that takes place every Thursday during the coffee season. The season last for 9 months from
August to April and the Moshi Auction acts as the marketers of the coffee to overseas importers and
roasters. With effect from July 2019, the 2nd window of direct export for single estate growers or
cooperatives will no longer be allowed as all coffee traded must pass through the central auction system.
Tanzania Coffee Board (TCB) which is the regulatory body in the Ministry of Agriculture tasked with the
issuance of licenses, tax invoices after auction purchases, release orders and export documents (permits to
export coffee i.e. coffee export approval and ICO xxx) to Green Coffee traders / Exporters and issuance of
all the necessary coffee.
Exporters looking to renew their licenses should apply directly to TCB.
Green Coffee Export / Roasted Coffee Export License
(a) Green Coffee license is issued for free to single estate coffee growers, while private coffee exporters
are required to deposit a bond security of between Tsh.100 to 500 million (this is yet to be confirmed
pending new coffee policy). The license allows the holder to buy green coffee from the auction and
export to an overseas buyer.
(b) Roasted coffee export license allows the holder to export only roasted coffee and not green coffee.
Documents required for exporting coffee from Tanzania
The following documents are required to obtain export licenses:1. A certified copy of certificate of incorporation
2. Business license
3. Company directors’ names, photo / ID or passport copies
4. TIN certificate
5. Tax clearance certificate
6. Local authority permits
7. Qualified and TCB licensed coffee Liquorer
8. Compliance with National Environmental Management Council (NEMC), Tanzania Food and
Drug Authority, Tanzania Bureau of Standards, – for roasted coffee exports
9. Monthly coffee trading returns to be submitted to TCB
10. Authorization to Export through the Port of Dar es Salaam or Tanga
11. Once coffee has been bought from auction and paid for as per auction rules and regulations, the
following procedures apply:
11.1 The exporter will apply for coffee export permit which costs USD 0.01 per kg of coffee.
11.2 The exporter will pay Tanzania Coffee Research fees is charged at 0.375% of the auction bid
price.
11.3 TCB will issue coffee release order to the coffee warehouse where coffee is stored,
11.4 The exporter applies for a Coffee Export Approval document which is free for use by
Customs officials when authorizing for coffee stuffing into containers at port of shipment.
12. International Coffee Organization (ICO) Certificate of Origin
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13. The ICO certificate is processed by forwarding agents before submitting to TCB port branch
offices in Dar Es Salaam or Tanga for certification. A registration fee of USD 10 is charged by
TCB while the set costs USD 40. There is no online application in place.
Other documents required for export of coffee include the following:1. Phytosanitary Certificate from the Ministry of Agriculture Food and Security at a fee of USD 15
per set.
2. Fumigation certificate at USD 20.
3. Bill of Lading at between USD 50 to 90 depending on shipping line used.
4. Radiation certificate issued to TCB by Tanzania Atomic Energy Commission at USD 10.
5. TRA/TCB certification USD 20.
6. TANSAD (Customs document) entry for valuation of the coffee before TRA release order at
USD 10.
7. Verified Gross Mass weight (VGM) without which shipping line would not load containers at
USD 20

Other Official Procedures
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Inspection of consignment at the exit point treatment supervision prior exportation issuing
Phytosanitary Certificate after completion of all necessary procedures. (Define the exit point )
The Phytosanitary Certification is issued in quadruplet for one consignment where the two copies
accompany with the consignment, one copy for the exporter and one copy is left in the office.
The signature of authorized personnel, signed for Director of Agriculture.
Stamp of Ministry of Agriculture and Food Security on Plant Health Services

USA Coffee Market Access Requirements
Green coffee exports to USA need the following documents and procedures:(a) Original ICO certificate of origin for duty free access to the USA.
(b) USA Food and Drug Authority registration number– online (free) or via a USA agent. Renewed
biannually.
(c) Original Phytosanitary certificate issued by Ministry of Agriculture Food and Security.
(d) Pre-shipment quality certificate issued by an internationally accredited inspector – Wakefield
Inspection services etc.
(e) Fumigation certificate.
(f) 3 original plus 3 non-negotiable set of Bill of Lading with the originals endorsed by exporter.
For more information please contact Tanzania Coffee Board (info@coffeeboard.or.tz)
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Process Flow for Coffee Export
The process involved in Coffee Export process to the USA depicted in a flow chart as illustrated below.
FLOW DIAGRAM
A signed purchase contract between USA green coffee roaster or importer buyer and Tanzania green
coffee exporter; coffee sold subject to approval of stock lot sample.

Coffee exporter sends to buyer an approval coffee sample from selected coffee lots from the auction
sales catalogue - 10 days before auction date.

USA coffee importer / roaster approves sample presented within 7 days of receipt of samples.

Exporter attends Tanzania Coffee Board (TCB) auction sales program to bid for coffee lots to fulfil
contracted quantity offered to a USA importer as per sample approved.

Exporter pays TCB for auction purchase tax invoice within 3 working days after auction date.

TCB pays auction proceeds to growers within 7 working days and processes coffee release order for
exporter after payment of purchase tax invoice is paid for exporter applies for coffee export approval
which is used by Tanzania customs for authorization of stuffing of coffee into containers at port.

Exporter instructs forwarding agent in Dar es Salaam / Tanga port to book vessel as per USA importer’s
shipping instruction.

TCB releases the coffee lying in a designated registered coffee mill for trucking to port after bulking,
marking, bagging and weighing.
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Forwarding agent collects containers from shipping line and stuffs the coffee received from the miller
under customs officer’s approval using coffee export approval form and supervises the exercise.
Container is scanned before being loaded into vessel.

Forwarding agent provides shipping order: nominated vessel arrives at port and container loaded into
vessel and draft bill of lading is sent to shipper for verification before final bill of lading is issued to seller.

Buyer is sent an ISF Advice 48 hours before vessel sails stating shipment details and FDA number. Seller
receives original shipping documents from forwarding agent (bill of lading, ICO certificate, Phyto-sanitary
certificate, quality certificate and fumigation certificate.

Exporter sends to USA importer the invoice plus original shipping documents for payment in case of
cash against documents or documents sent to exporter’s bank in case of letters of credit payment mode.
Exporter uses a reliable courier service. The importer pays the exporter via telegraphic swift transfer in
USD currency.
END OF COFFEE EXPORT SALES FOR THIS PARTICULAR PURCHASE CONTRACT.

Further Contacts
Below are the links for licencing conditions and coffee export approval forms:
•

http://www.coffeeboard.or.tz/application_forms/20112012/pdf/New_Forms/APPLICATION_FOR_GREEN_COFFEE_EXPORT_LICENCE.pdf

•

http://www.coffeeboard.or.tz/application_forms/20112012/pdf/New_Forms/COFFEE_EXPORT_APPROVAL_FORM.pdf

Note: with effect from July 2019, all coffees have to be sourced from weekly Moshi auction. There is
no direct export sales system as per new coffee regulations.
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AGOA Export Requirements for Spices
Introduction
According to Report by Trade USA (2015), over the period 2006 – 2012 the market for spices grew by 21%
in monetary terms, representing the second largest market within the food industry.

Market Access for Spices into the USA
Conventional buyers of spices in the USA should observe three quality traits:
i.

Proper drying,

ii.

Produce maturity, and

iii.

Absence of physical contaminants.

Requirements to be fulfilled are described below:
The U.S. laws require owners, operators, or agents in charge of a facility involved in the production,
manufacturing, processing, packing, holding or transporting spices for commercial distribution into the US
market to comply with the following:
(a) Evaluate the hazards that could affect food manufactured, processed, packed, or held by such
facility;
(b) Identify and implement preventive controls to significantly minimize or prevent the occurrence of
such hazards and provide assurances that such food is not adulterated;
(c) Identify and evaluate known or reasonably foreseeable hazards that may be associated with the
facility, including—
i.

biological, chemical, physical, and radiological hazards, natural toxins, pesticides, drug
residues, decomposition, parasites, allergens, and unapproved food and color additives;
and

ii.

hazards that occur naturally, or may be unintentionally introduced; and

(d) Identify and evaluate hazards that may be intentionally introduced, including by acts of terrorism; and
(e) Develop a written analysis of the hazards,
(f) Have a written food safety plan that includes a hazard analysis and preventive controls and
(g) Have a written food safety plan required of food facilities to be prepared, or its preparation
overseen, by one or more preventive controls qualified individuals (PCQI).
The “PCQI” to have either successfully completed training in the development and application of
risk‐based preventive controls at least equivalent to that received under a standardized curriculum
recognized as adequate by FDA or be otherwise qualified through job experience to develop and
apply a food safety system.
(h) In addition Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) must be observed throughout the value chain from
source plants for spices and dried aromatic herbs through harvesting and cleaning of extraneous
matter in accordance with FAO “Code of Hygienic Practice for Fresh Fruits and Vegetables (CAC/RCP
53-2003)”.
(i) Specifically, when the environmental assessment of the site of production identifies a potential food
safety risk, measures should be implemented to prevent or minimize contamination of source plants
for spices and dried aromatic herbs at the production site.
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Organic Certification Requirements
This certification is required for products to be sold in the international organic markets including the USA.
It should be noted that organic production requires systems of control to ensure that the producers and
exporters comply with organic markets standards.

Compliance with FDA Regulations Governing Spice Trade in the USA
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has defined “Spices” as “Aromatic vegetable substances, in the
whole, broken, or ground form, whose significant function in food is seasoning rather than nutrition……..”.
Spices being food substances, their commercial distribution in the USA is regulated by the FDA.
The FDA is the primary regulatory agency with authority to regulate the safety and cleanliness of spices and
operates as the food regulatory arm of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
responsible for developing and implementing food safety measures, including major regulations.
Imports of spices are subject to review by FDA and their admissibility is determined by the FDA.
Both domestic facilities and foreign food processors exporting food intended for sale in the U.S. must
comply with the Preventive Controls regulations unless an exemption applies and must also implement a
written food safety plan that focuses on preventing hazards in the food.
In addition, spices imported into the U.S. are required to meet federal regulatory requirements for safety
and cleanliness (ASTA, 2017). Such regulations include:

Registration of Food Facilities:
According to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, Section 415 domestic and foreign facilities that
manufacture, process, pack, or hold food for human or animal consumption in the United States must
register with FDA. Hence foreign manufacturers and/or distributors of food products, including spices,
must register with the FDA before their goods may be admitted into the USA. Failure to register is a
prohibited act.

Prior Notification:
All commercial imports of food products into the USA require the filing of a Prior Notice with the FDA
containing information which includes:
•

the article;

•

the manufacturer and shipper;

•

the grower and the country of origin;

•

the country from which the article is shipped, and the anticipated port of entry;

Importation or offering for import an article of food into the USA in violation of the Prior Notification
requirements is prohibited. The period of advance notice must not exceed five days.

Traceability:
This regulation pertains to the ability to follow the movement of a food through specified stage(s) of
production, processing and distribution.
According to the Administration and Record keeping Regulation Section 306, each company in the supply
chain must keep information about:
•

the company from which it received the products (previous source non-transporter);
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•

the company that delivered the product (previous source transporter);

•

the company who took it away (subsequent source transporter); and

•

The company the product was given (sold) to (subsequent source non-transporter).

•

The records must be kept in such a way that the information can be retrieved within a 24‐hour
period.

Foreign Supplier Verification Program (FSVP)
The U.S. Regulations requires each importer of food items into the USA performs risk-based foreign supplier
verification (FSV) activities for the purpose of verifying that the food imported by the importer or agent of
an importer is produced in compliance with requirements of the Regulations and that it is not adulterated or
misbranded. To evaluate the risks posed by the food and the performance of the foreign supplier,
consideration will be given to:
i.

the hazard analysis for the food;

ii. the entity that will be applying hazard controls, such as the foreign supplier or the foreign supplier’s
ingredient supplier;
iii. the foreign supplier’s food safety practices and procedures;
iv. applicable U.S. food safety regulations and information regarding the foreign supplier’s compliance
with those regulations, including whether the foreign supplier is the subject of an FDA warning letter
or import alert; and
v. the foreign supplier’s food safety performance history, including results from testing, audit results,
and the supplier’s record of correcting problems.
The FSV program activities include:
i.

onsite audits (must be performed by a qualified auditor);

ii. sampling and testing of a food;
iii. a review of the supplier’s relevant food safety records; and/or
iv. other appropriate activities.

Food Safety Plan
Facilities registered under section 415 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic (FD&C) Act must establish
and implement a food safety system that includes an analysis of hazards and implementation of risk-based
preventive controls (21 CFR Part 117, Subpart C).
The written food safety plan must include.
i.

Hazard analysis
Performing hazard analysis includes identifying known or reasonably foreseeable hazards associated
for each type of food and determining whether they require a control. Potential hazards include:
•

biological hazards, including parasites and disease-causing bacteria;

•

chemical hazards, including radiological hazards, pesticide and drug residues, natural toxins,
food decomposition, unapproved additives, food allergens, and (in animal food), nutrient
deficiencies or toxicities; and

•

physical hazards, such as glass.
These hazards could be present because they occur naturally, are unintentionally introduced,
or are intentionally introduced for economic gain (if they affect the safety of the food).
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If the hazard analysis reveals one or more hazards that require a preventive control, the facility
must have and implement written preventive controls for the identified hazards.
ii. Preventive controls
Facilities have the flexibility to tailor preventive controls to address hazards that occur in the
products they manufacture. The written preventive controls must be implemented to ensure that
any hazards requiring a preventive control will be significantly minimized or prevented and help
ensure that the food is not adulterated.
The rule includes the following preventive controls:
iii. Process controls
These include operations such as cooking, refrigerating, and acidifying foods. They must include
parameters and values (e.g., critical limits), as appropriate to the nature of the applicable control and
its role in the facility’s food safety system.
Drying a raw agricultural crop (RAC) to create a distinct commodity causes it to become a
processed food and, thus, is a manufacturing/processing activity for the purpose of the section 415
registration regulations (FDA 29/9/2014).
iv. Food allergen controls
The facility must have and implement written procedures to control allergen cross-contact and
ensure allergens are appropriately listed on the labels of the packaged spices.
v. Sanitation controls
There must be written procedures, practices, and processes to ensure that the facility is maintained
in sanitary condition to minimize or prevent hazards such as environmental pathogens, hazards from
employees handling food, and food allergen hazards.
vi. Inspection of Foreign Food Facilities
The FSMA s.907 provides for the Inspection of foreign facilities registered under the Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act. Inspection resources are directed towards facilities, suppliers and food
types that present a high risk. The purpose is ensuring the safety and security of food supply of the
United States.

Import Certifications for Food
As a condition for granting admission to an article of food imported or offered for import into the United
States, a certificate that the article of food complies with applicable requirements of the regulations may
be required. Entities that shall provide the certification or assurances will be:
a) an agency or a representative of the government of the country from which the article of food at
issue originates
b) such other persons or entities accredited pursuant to section 808 to provide such certification or
assurance

Establishment and Maintenance of Records
Persons that manufacture, process, pack, transport, distribute, receive, hold, or import food will be
required to create and maintain records that FDA may determine that are needed to identify the
immediate previous sources and the immediate subsequent recipients of food (i.e., where it came from and
who received it).
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Administrative Detention
FSMA authorizes FDA to administratively detain food if the agency has credible evidence or information
that the food presents a threat of serious adverse health consequences or death to humans or animals.

Labeling requirements
Requirement for Labeling of spices, flavorings, colorings and chemical preservatives is contained in the
Code of Federal Regulations 21 CFR 101.22. A food which is subject to the requirements of section 403(k)
of the Act shall bear labeling, even though such food is not in package form.

Compliance with Private Standards
i.

In the USA private standards related to spice trade have de facto become mandatory.

ii.

The American Spices Trade Association (ASTA) is a private member- based association
that works with Federal and State regulators and legislators to assist its members in addressing a
variety of technical issues and help its members provide an adequate supply of safe and wholesome
spices for their industrial, food service, and consumer customers.

iii. ASTA sets voluntary guidelines on good production practice (GAP) to assist spice importers,

dealers, agents, manufacturers and brokers to comply with requirements of the FDA regulations.

iv. ASTA regularly produces guidelines to assist the US spice industry in developing programs that

minimize risk for contamination during growing, harvesting, drying, transport, processing, and
post-processing storage, helping industry firms to provide clean, safe spices to their industrial, food
service and consumer customers.

Good Agricultural Practices (GAP)
(i) The Safety of spices depends on maintaining good agricultural and hygienic practices along the food
chain during primary production, post-harvest, packing, processing, retail and at the point of
consumption.
(ii) The presence of toxins/contaminants caused by mold formation collectively known as mycotoxins
above the permitted levels will result in the rejection of shipments and subsequent destruction of
the contaminated product. For spices two mycotoxins are of concern; ochratoxin A (OTA) and
aflatoxins as they are potentially carcinogenic. Globally, aflatoxin is of most concern.
(iii) Good Agricultural Practices, Good Practices in Transport and Storage and Good Primary
Processing Practices will prevent mycotoxin formation. For minimizing presence of mycotoxins in
spices, ASTA recommends the following GAP measures:

A. Fresh Produce
1. Minimize contact with any obvious sources of fungal contamination (soil, poor quality water and
moldy spices) to help the spices natural defenses.
2. During harvesting, the soil under the plant should be covered with a clean sheet of plastic
material to avoid fruits getting contaminated by dirt or mixed up with moldy fruits that have fallen
prior to harvesting.
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3. Removal of fallen fruit and leaves from the area as they provide growing conditions suitable for
molds.
4. Raw spice that has fallen to the ground should be collected separately, washed, cleaned, dried and
evaluated prior to possible inclusion with the main lot.
5. Fresh spices should be processed as quickly as possible.
6. Any wet processing should be done using potable water minimize microbial contamination and
the introduction of other contaminants.
7. Any excess water should be removed as quickly as possible using a clean strainer or other
suitable tool.
8. Washed product should not be placed on a drying platform or floor without first draining off
the excess water.
9. If spices are processed in water for several days it is important that the water is changed at suitable
intervals to ensure that it remains in good condition.

B. Sun Drying
1. Do not dry on bare soil. Use trays, tarpaulins, bamboo mats or drying yards and make sure that
these are clean prior to use
2. To give better quality, reduced bacterial loads and ensure less risk of mycotoxin growth, a system of
controlled drying should be employed.

Dry Processing
1. The site processing plant should be in a dry area, as moist, humid conditions such as those found on
swampy land encourage the growth of mold.
2. There should be separation between raw material receipt, cleaning, washing, processing and storage
to prevent any cross-contamination.
3. Dispose of waste from wet processing, such as the washing and peeling of ginger away from clean
dry spices.
4. Keep equipment and facilities clean. Remove any debris prior to using and make sure the equipment
is dry before use.
5. Use clean dry bags for storing and transporting dry, cleaned spices and keep dried spices away from
any damp material or areas.
6. Processing should achieve a uniform moisture content that is as low as feasible and certainly not
higher than 12.0% using ISO 6673 as the measuring method
.

Storage and Transportation
1. Product should be stored in good, well-maintained warehouses that do not allow the ingress of
water through leaks in the roof, walls, under doors, or through open windows.
2. Temperatures within large warehouses can achieve levels ideal for mold growth, particularly towards
the roof, thus suitable ventilation should be provided to ensure that both temperature and humidity
are correctly managed.
3. When product is moved into or out of the warehouse, ensures it is protected from rain during
transportation.
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4. Trucks must be clean, dry and odor-free to prevent cross-contamination from previously
transported products.
5. Provide shelter to prevent the spice from soaking during transportation.

Containers
1. Ensure that there are no water leaks in the containers.
2. Ensure that the containers have not been previously used for dangerous and hazardous cargos
according to the criteria set by International Maritime Organization (IMCO).

Stuffing and Shipping
Spices absorb moisture quickly if the bags get wet.
1. When stuffing the container with bags or bulk, keep spices away from the roof.
2. Bags should preferably be placed on a layer of pallets to avoid contact with the floor where
condensation from the ceiling and walls could be a risk.
3. Ventilation holes in the container are to be kept clear. Do not cover with tape.
4. The number of bags used should be recorded on the documentation so that when unloaded, they
can all be accounted for. It is important that care be taken not to damage these dry-bags and any
spillages should be cleaned up immediately.
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AGOA Requirements for Cashew Nuts into
the USA
C4.1 Introduction
The Cashew tree botanically known as anacardium occidental produces a fruit, which consists of two parts
the apple (bibo) and the seed, referred to as the cashew nut. In its raw form, the seed is encased in a
smooth dark brown kidney- shape shell that contains a toxic resin. The shell needs to be roasted/steamed
before it can be shelled to get the cashew nut kernel that is edible. The Cashew kernel is a highly nutritious
food, providing a substantial amount of energy.
Edible cashew kernels are used as a major ingredient in sweets and cooking, particularly in Asian cuisine and
an ingredient in chocolate, cookies, and ice cream. Cashews are healthy and packed with minerals and nutrients
such as phosphorous, copper, and magnesium, not commonly found in other foods. Cashews, along with
pistachios, have the lowest fat content among nuts. Almost 80% of the fat in cashews is unsaturated, which
helps maintain healthy cholesterol levels. They are also rich in tocopherols and phytosterols1.

C4.2. General Conditions
Only cashew nuts which have been boiled, cooked, ground, oven dried, crushed, roasted, or steamed or
which are free from their husks and the shells have remained at the point of exit will be allowed into the
USA.

C4.2.1 Where to Get the Cashew Nuts
The major cashew nut producing areas in Tanzania are located in the southern part of the country with
Mtwara contributing 70% of the national output in 2011 Lindi (18%) and Pwani (8%). Others include Ruvuma
(4%), Tanga (1%), Iringa and Dodoma is smaller quantities. Cashew Nuts are sold only by cooperative unions
and there are more than 200 primary cooperative societies organized under six cooperative unions namely:
TANECU and MAMCU (grouping AMCOS located in Mtwara), ILULU (Lindi), TAMCU (Tunduru),
CORECU (Pwani) and DARECU (DSM).

C4.2.2 Comply with the Requirements of the Cashew Nut Board of Tanzania
The Cashew Nut Board of Tanzania (CBT) was established by an Act of Parliament (The Cashew Nut
Industry Act No. 18 of 2009) to, inter alia, regulate the production, grading, processing and marketing of
kernels, and provide for other matters related thereto. The CBT does not involve itself in buying or selling
the Cashew nuts.

1Source:(http://www.africancashewalliance.com/sites/default/files/documents/technical_information_kit_inc.pdf)
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C4.3 Procedures for Buying Cashew nuts for Export
C4.3.1 Register and Obtain a Cashew Nuts Dealer License (CBT Act Section 12-1).
The Cashew Nut Board (CBT)of Tanzania is mandated to register and issue licenses for dealing in cashew
nuts; namely; buying, processing, importing, exporting or warehousing the product.

C4.3.2 Apply for Cashew Nut Buying License (Section 15)
The CBT issues two separate buying licenses, one for local processing and another one for raw cashew
nut (RCN) exporters. One buyer can apply for both licenses depending on the needs. Licenses are issued
free of any charge after completion of all procedures.
(a) Fill in and submit to the Board Form No.2 i.e. “Raw Cashew-Nut Buying Application Form”.
(b) Application for the license must contain all the particulars of the applicant including:
•

the cashew nuts activities involved;

•

location of the business and

•

any such other information as may be required for that purpose.

(c)The following documents should as a minimum be attached to the Application:
i.

Copy of Certificate of Incorporation issued by BRELA,

ii.

Company’s Certificate of Registration issued by BRELA,

iii.

Copy of a valid Business License issued by BRELA,

iv.

Tax Payer’s Identification (TIN) Certificate issued by TRA,

v.

Tax Clearance Certificate, and

vi.

Two (2) Passport Size Colored) photographs.

C4.3.3 Application for Registration submission to the CBT
Submit to the CBT an Application for registration as an Exporter of Cashew Nuts by filling in the proper
form and in a manner prescribed in the regulations
•

Licenses are issued Free of charge after completion of all procedures.

C4.3.4 Buying Process and Procedures
(a) In Tanzania, the Cashew nuts buying season starts in September to December (southern hemisphere
cashew nut season). Before the new season begins, the CBT normally puts up a public notice
announcing the commencement date for the forthcoming buying season; and inviting interested
parties to submit sealed bids for buying the new crop.
(b) Catalogues provided to buyers before bidding containing information on quality, quantity and type of
cashews available at each buying station which is usually a Warehouse registered under the
Warehouse Receipt System(WRS).
(c) Between the months of September and January, the CBT conducts cashew nut auctions every week
through the Cooperative Unions in Cashew nut producing areas.
(d) Anyone interested in participating in the auctions for buying raw cashew nuts (RCN) for exporting
to the USA may do so by:
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i.

Submitting his/her bid to the Cooperative Union where he/she would like to buy the
Cashew Nuts provided in the Catalogue.

ii.

Depositing a Bid Security against auction into the Cashew Nut Board of Tanzania (CBT)
Account. The Bid Security is deposited before collecting the Buying License and will be
refunded immediately the buyer has exhausted the quantity of RCN indicated in the bid
document.
Bid security rates (for year 2017) were as follows:Metric Tons
(Raw Cashew Nuts)

Bid Security Amount
Tanzanian Shillings

50 - 500

100,000,000/=

501 - 1000

300,000,000/=

1001 - Above

500,000,000/=

iii.

Paying the value of the goods through the bank account of the Primary Society from which
the cashew nuts have been purchased.

iv.

Presenting the bank-pay-in slip to the Operator of the warehouse where the consignment of
cashew nut purchased has been drawn.

v.

Inviting the TRA to make an assessment of the value of the consignment for paying the
Export Tax/levy.

vi.

Paying the export levy based on the assessment at applicable rates through TRA system and
obtaining a receipt to the effect. The current rate of export levy is 15% of the FoB value of
the export consignment or US $ 160 per ton whichever is higher.

vii.

Specifying clearly the mode of shipping and ascertaining from the shipping company, whether
the cargo is likely to be trans-shipped which may be allowed only in the case of Containers.
Trans-shipment will not be allowed in case of break-bulk cargo. The Warehouse will issue a
Produce Delivery Note (PDN) to release the Consignment

C4.4 Market Access Requirements in the U.S.
C4.4.1 Introduction: The FDA Regulatory Requirements
The U.S.A. Bioterrorism Act requires any facility that manufactures, processes, packs or holds food,
beverages or supplements that may be consumed by human or animals in the U.S.A. to register with the
U.S.A. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Imports of processed cashew nuts into the U.S.A. are
subject to review by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and their admissibility is
determined by the FDA. In addition to the requirements for registering as a food facility, exporters must
also implement a written Food Safety Plan in compliance with the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) of
2011.
C4.4.1.1 Registration of Food Facilities
According to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, Section 415 domestic and foreign facilities that
manufacture, process, pack, or hold food for human or animal consumption in the United States must
register with FDA. Hence foreign manufacturers and/or distributers of food products, including cashew
nut, must register with the FDA before their goods may be admitted into the USA. Failure to register is a
prohibited act.
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C4.4.1.2 Prior Notification:
All commercial imports of food products into the USA require the filing of a Prior Notice with the FDA
containing information which includes:
•

the description of article;

•

the manufacturer and shipper;

•

the grower and the country of origin;

•

the country from which the article is shipped, and the anticipated port of entry;

Importation or offering for import an article of food into the USA in violation of the Prior Notification
requirements is prohibited. The period of advance notice must not exceed five days.
C4.4.1.3 Traceability:
This regulation pertains to the ability to follow the movement of a food through specified stage(s) of
production, processing and distribution.
According to the Administration and Record Keeping Regulation Section 306, each company in the supply
chain must keep information about:
•

the company from which it received the products (previous source non-transporter);

•

the company that delivered the product (previous source transporter);

•

the company who took it away (subsequent source transporter); and

•

the company the product was given (sold) to (subsequent source non-transporter).
The records must be kept in such a way that the information can be retrieved within a 24‐hour
period.

C4.4.1.4 Foreign Supplier Verification Program (FSVP)
The US Regulations requires each importer of food items into the USA performs risk-based foreign supplier
verification (FSV) activities for the purpose of verifying that the food imported by the importer or agent of
an importer is produced in compliance with requirements of the Regulations and that it is not adulterated or
misbranded. To evaluate the risks posed by the food and the performance of the foreign supplier,
consideration will be given to:
i.

the hazard analysis for the food;

ii. the entity that will be applying hazard controls, such as the foreign supplier or the foreign supplier’s
ingredient supplier;
iii. the foreign supplier’s food safety practices and procedures;
iv. applicable U.S. food safety regulations and information regarding the foreign supplier’s compliance
with those regulations, including whether the foreign supplier is the subject of an FDA warning letter
or import alert; and
v. the foreign supplier’s food safety performance history, including results from testing, audit results,
and the supplier’s record of correcting problems.
The FSV program activities include:
i.

onsite audits (must be performed by a qualified auditor);

ii. sampling and testing of a food;
iii. a review of the supplier’s relevant food safety records; and/or
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iv. other appropriate activities.
C4.4.1.5 Food Safety Plan
Facilities registered under section 415 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic (FD&C) Act must establish
and implement a food safety system that includes an analysis of hazards and implementation of risk-based
preventive controls (21 CFR Part 117, Subpart C).
The written food safety plan must include.
(a) Hazard analysis
Performing hazard analysis and critical control points (HACCP) includes identifying known or
reasonably foreseeable hazards associated for each type of food and determining whether they
require a control. Potential hazards include:
i.

biological hazards, including parasites and disease-causing bacteria;

ii. chemical hazards, including radiological hazards, pesticide and drug residues, natural toxins, food
decomposition, unapproved additives, food allergens, and (in animal food),nutrient deficiencies
or toxicities; and
iii. physical hazards, such as glass.
These hazards could be present because they occur naturally, are unintentionally introduced, or
are intentionally introduced for economic gain (if they affect the safety of the food). If the hazard
analysis reveals one or more hazards that require a preventive control, the facility must have and
implement written preventive controls for the identified hazards.
(b) Preventive controls
Facilities have the flexibility to tailor preventive controls to address hazards that occur in the
products they manufacture. The written preventive controls must be implemented to ensure that
any hazards requiring a preventive control will be significantly minimized or prevented and help
ensure that the food is not adulterated.
The rule includes the following preventive controls:
(i) Process controls
These include operations such as cooking, refrigerating, and acidifying foods. They must include
parameters and values (e.g., critical limits), as appropriate to the nature of the applicable control and
its role in the facility’s food safety system.
•

Drying a raw agricultural crop (RAC) to create a distinct commodity causes it to become a
processed food and, thus, is a manufacturing/processing activity for the purpose of the section
415 registration regulations (FDA 29/9/2014).

(ii) Food allergen controls
The facility must have and implement written procedures to control allergen cross-contact and
ensure allergens are appropriately listed on the labels of the packaged spices.
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(iii) Sanitation controls
There must be written procedures, practices, and processes to ensure that the facility is maintained
in sanitary condition to minimize or prevent hazards such as environmental pathogens, hazards from
employees handling food, and food allergen hazards.
C4.4.1.6 Inspection of Foreign Food Facilities
The FSMA S.907 provides for the Inspection of foreign facilities registered under the Federal Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act. Inspection resources are directed towards facilities, suppliers and food types that present a
high risk. The purpose is ensuring the safety and security of food supply of the United States. Thus an
exporter of cashew nut should be prepared for the inspection.
C4.4.1.7 Import Certifications for Food
As a condition for granting admission to an article of food imported or offered for import into the United
States, a certificate that the article of food complies with applicable requirements of the regulations may
be required. Entities that shall provide the certification or assurances will be:
(a) an agency or a representative of the government of the country from which the article of food at
issue originates or
(b) such other persons or entities accredited pursuant to Section 808 to provide such certification or
assurance.
C4.4.1.8 Record keeping:
Importers would be required to keep records, including those that document compliance status reviews,
hazard analyses, foreign supplier verification (FSVP) activities, investigations and corrective actions, and FSVP
reassessments.

C4.5 Fumigation
Fumigation is a legal requirement by the buyer in most of the countries. Cashew kernels are fumigated
before packing, as many buyers require the fumigation to be done on the finally packed cashew kernel before
dispatching it for the shipment. Methyl Bromide fumigation in cashew kernels is prohibited because
the kernels have oil content which can absorb the fumigant.
Carbon dioxide fumigation is best fumigation method which can be used for all cashew nut kernels - organic
and conventional. Other countries exporting large quantities of Cashew nuts kernels to the USA use
aluminum phosphide (Phostoxin) as a fumigant2.
Exporters should arrange for an internationally accredited fumigation firm to undertake the fumigation, using
fumigants approved by the buyer. The fumigation should be done under the supervision of the Tanzania
Food and Drug Authority (TFDA) for shelled Cashew Nuts and under the Ministry of Agriculture, in the
case of unshelled Raw Cashew Nuts which does not qualify for the USA market anyway.

2

Cashew Handbook 2014 - Global Perspective, Pg 79PgpCTION 2
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C4.6 Certificate of Inspection
Exports of cashew kernels to the USA are normally subject to voluntary Quality Control and Pre-shipment
Inspection. Inspection of cashews is conducted consignment-wise to ensure that the product is processed
and packed according to prescribed standards prescribed.
The inspection can be conducted by internationally accredited inspection and verification agencies such as
SGS under supervision of the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Security (MAFSC, Plant Health Services
Department (PHSD). To request for Inspection Supervision from PHSD:
(a) Submit an application attaching copies of following documents
i.

Duly filled Tanzania Single Administrative Document (TANSAD) stamped by TRA

ii.

Shipping Order

iii.

Invoice or Pro-Forma Invoice showing the value of the goods in the Consignment

iv.

Packing List

(b) Pay Export Certification and Treatment Supervision Fees through the Government Electronic
Payment System as required. Export Certification and Treatment Supervision Fees are as prescribed
by the Authorities.
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C4.7 Export Documentation
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KEY RELEVANT INSTITUTIONS IN SUPPORTING TANZANIAN
EXPORTERS
Ministry/Department

Export Function

Address

Ministry of Agriculture
Food Security and
Cooperatives?

Provides license for export agricultural
products

P. O. XXX
Dodoma

Ministry of Industry,
Trade, and Investment

•

..

•
•

Promotion of international trade
through bilateral, multilateral and
regional cooperation
Export and import management
License for the export of
manufactured goods

Ministry of Minerals

Issue license for export of minerals

Ministries of Livestock
and Fisheries

License for export of livestock and
fisheries products

Email: ps@mifugouvuvi.go.tz

Business Registration
and Licensing Authority
(BRELA)

Registration of Business Names and
Companies

Ushirika Building Mnazi Mmoja,
P. O. Box 9393
Dar es Salaam
+255(0)22 2181344
+255(0)22 2180141

Export Processing Zone
Authority (EPZA)

The EPZA promotes investment in
manufacturing sector mainly for export
while Special Economic Zone (SEZ)
scheme involves other sector including
sectors such as Agriculture, Trade,
Tourism, Mining, Forestry etc.

Benjamin William Mkapa SEZ,
Mabibo External,
P. O. Box 12112
Dar es Salaam Tanzania
Tel: +255(0)22 245 1827-9
Fax: +255 (0) 222451830
E-mail: info@epza.go.tz

Tanzania Revenue
Authority

TANTRADE

TRA
Headquarters
Edward Sokoine Drive 111105
Mchafukoge, Ilala CBD
P. O. Box 11481
Dar es Salaam
Toll free Calls
0800 750 075 (Vodacom)
O800 780 078 (Airtel)
0713 800 333 (Tigo)

•
•

Registration of taxes
Payments of Taxes

•

Clearance of Customs

•

Responsible for promoting products
and services to external markets

Mwalimu Julius K. Nyerere Trade
Fair grounds
Kilwa Road, Plot No. 436, Block A.
P.O. Box 5402
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Ministry/Department

Export Function

Address
Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA
Tel: +255 22 2850238
Fax: +255 22 2850239/539
E-mail: info@tantrade.or.tz
Website: http:www.tantrade.or.tz

Tanzania Food and
Drugs Authority (TFDA)

Responsible for controlling import and
export of food, drugs, herbal drugs,
cosmetics and medical devices in order
to ensure safety, quality and
effectiveness.

Off-Mandela Road
External Mabibo
P. O. Box 77150,
Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA
Tel: +255 22 /2450512/2450751
Airtel:+25568501735
Tigo:+255658445222
Zantel: +255 777 700002
Fax: +255 22 2450793
E-mail: info@tfda.or.tz

Tanzania Bureau of
Standards (TBS)

TBS provides the Standards Mark of
Quality Certification that will exporter’s
product to penetrate export markets

Tanzania Bureau of Standards
Ubungo Junction,
Morogoro Road/Sam Nujoma Road
P.O.Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA
Tel: +255 22 245 0298/ +255 22
245 0206/ +255 22 245 0949
Fax: +255 22 245 0959
E-mail: info@tbs.go.tz

Tanzania Chamber of
Commerce, Industry and
Agriculture (TCCIA)

Provides Certificates of Origin,
authenticates exporting documents and
prepares statistical reports which show
the volumes of exports and re-exports
from Tanzania. It issues seven (7) types
of certificates namely; East African of
Origin, EUR1 Movement Certificate,
SADC Certificate of Origin, SACUMMTZ, SPT, AGOA and International
Certificate of Origin.

TCCIA
PPF House
Morogoro Road/Samora Avenue
Dar es Salaam TANZANIA
Tel: +255 22 211 9436
+255 22 211 94 9437
Fax: +255 22 266 4841
Email: hq@tccia.com
info@tccia.com

Tanzania Ports
Authority (TPA)

Provides shipping services for exports
and imports

Tanzania Ports Authority,
P.O. Box 9184
Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA
Tel: +255 22 221 1040 (1-5) +255
22 110371-5/ +255 21137630-5
Fax: +255 22 21 30390
E-mail: dg@tanzaniaports.com

Tanzania Exporters
Association (TANEXA)

TANEXA is a private non-governmental
Apex Assoication, which serves as a
focal point for uniting and giving voice to
Tanzanian exporters

TANEXA
Samora Avenue
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Ministry/Department

Export Function

Address
NIC Investment House, 6th Floor
Wing A,
P.O. Box 1175
Dar es Salaam TANZANIA
Tel: +255 713 564955
+255 787 564955
Fax: +255 22 2125432
E-mail: info@tanexa.com
Web: www.tanexa.com

Trademark East Africa
(TMEA)

TMEA works closely with East African
Community (EAC) institutions, national
governments of Partner States, the
private sector and civil society
organizations to increase trade by
unlocking economic potential through
• Increasing physical access to markets

TMEA
50 Mirambo Street, 5th Floor
P.O. Box 14956
Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA
Tel: +255 22 2128953
+255 22 212 8954
E-mail:
infotanzania@trademarkea.com

•
•

Enhancing trade environment
Increasing business competitiveness
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